General access to aminobenzyl-o-carboranes as a new class of carborane derivatives: entry to enantiopure carborane-amine combinations.
The convenient synthesis of original aminobenzyl-o-carboranes, which represent a new class of nitrogenated carborane derivatives, is described. These novel compounds have been efficiently prepared starting from commercially available aromatic aldehydes and monosubstituted o-carboranes via carboranyl alcohols and chlorides as intermediates. The key step of this methodology is a selective nucleophilic amination under mild conditions that allows the formation of the expected amines while limiting the partial deboronation of the carborane cluster. This general strategy has been applied to the preparation of a wide variety of aminobenzyl-o-carboranes. The extension of this pathway to the synthesis of enantiopure carborane-amine combinations is also described.